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“A Monstrous Staircase”: Inscribing the 1905
Revolution on Odessa
Rebecca Stanton
And the grand staircase, as wide as a broad street, two hundred
low, lordly steps; it seems there’s no other one like it in the world,
and if you tell me that there is, I wouldn’t go to see it.
— vladimir jabotinsky, The Five: A Novel of Jewish Life in
Turn - of - the - Century Odessa (1935)

Russia’s revolutionary unrest of 1905 spawned narratives set in various locales, including the two imperial capitals, Moscow and St. Petersburg; but
it was in comparatively sleepy, provincial Odessa that the most vivid—albeit
ﬁctional—images of the 1905 revolution were composed. As this essay will
argue, it was these images of 1905, captured on ﬁlm by Sergei Eisenstein
and in literature by such writers as Isaac Babel, Aleksandr Kuprin, and Valentin Kataev, that established Odessa as an important site of Soviet political
and cultural memory. The canonical, yet imaginary, version of history to
which these images allude lives on in the architectural spaces of Odessa to
this day, installed there by Eisenstein’s landmark ﬁlm The Battleship Potemkin (1925), which has acquired several generations of fans and emulators,
and reinforced by Odessites’ pride in the rich literary heritage of their city.
City mythologies occupy a privileged place in Russian culture, and the
two most celebrated “city- texts,” those of Moscow and St. Petersburg, have
been extensively documented and explored by literary and cultural scholars.1 Without recapitulating that body of work, it is worth remarking that
what brings these cities to life as signiﬁcant places in the collective memory
is a fundamental tension or contradiction at the heart of their mythol
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ogy: thus, Petersburg is the site both of “Pushkin’s drawing- room” and of
“Dostoevsky’s slum”; Moscow is simultaneously an overgrown village and
Filofei’s “Third Rome.”2 Like its more celebrated counterparts, the comparatively understudied Odessa mythology rests on an uneasy consciousness of the city’s dual identity, well established by the turn of the twentieth
century.
On the one hand, Odessa stood as a monument to imperial Russia,
complete with palaces and boulevards that, like those of Petersburg, boast
an Italian pedigree and the distinction of having been frequented by Pushkin (during the latter’s extended exile from the capital); on the other hand,
it was a notorious den of thieves, peopled by a hardy tribe of stevedores,
smugglers, and swindlers who plied their interconnected trades amid the
cosmopolitan atmosphere and mercantile bustle of Odessa’s international
port.3 Architecturally, the ﬁrst, “Pushkinian” Odessa was symbolized by its
colonnaded opera and ballet theater, which ﬁrst opened in 1810 but was
rebuilt later in the nineteenth century following a disastrous ﬁre, and by the
Italianate palace of the governor general Mikhail Vorontsov, whose wife was
said to be suspiciously intimate with Pushkin during the latter’s Odessan
exile in 1823–24.4 The second Odessa, that of the workers and thieves, took
as its architectural metonyms two spaces that were literally “below stairs”:
the bustling, black- marketeer- friendly seaport, and the famous “Gambrinus” tavern, located in a basement on Preobrazhenskaia Street, and immortalized by Aleksandr Kuprin in an eponymous 1907 short story.5
Basements and cellars play a signiﬁcant role in literary works about
Odessa, symbolizing a ﬁgurative “underworld” of unlawful activities as well
as a social space literally beneath the notice of the aristocratic drawing- room
society.6 In contrast to the lonely lair of Dostoevsky’s narrator in Notes from
Underground, Odessa’s “below- stairs” spaces are characterized as sites of social encounter rather than of isolation; they represent a milieu in which—at
best—weedy intellectuals rub shoulders with brawny laborers, Jews with
Russians, and Odessa’s signature tricksters with the naive rubes on whom
they ply their trade. In “Gambrinus,” which focuses on the events of 1905,
Kuprin oﬀers a portrait of the tavern’s clientele that might almost serve as a
casting call for extras in a ﬁlm about that eventful year:
Sailors of various nations, ﬁshermen, stokers, merry ships’- boys,
harbor thieves, machinists, workers, boatmen, dockers, divers, smugglers—they were all young, healthy, and steeped in the strong odor of
sea and ﬁsh; they understood hard work, loved the allure and terror
of daily risk, and valued above all strength, prowess and the sting of
strong language.7
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It is perhaps not a coincidence that Eisenstein was working with Babel
on a ﬁlm scenario devoted to that quintessential Odessan gangster, Benya
Krik, at the same time that he was working on the script of his epic ﬁlm for
Goskino, The Year 1905—a project that was intended to give, like Kuprin’s
“Gambrinus,” a sweeping account of “the most important events of 1905,
from the Russo- Japanese war and the Bloody Sunday massacre in January
to the tsar’s manifesto establishing the Duma, the widespread strikes and
the ﬁghting on the barricades.”8 While the Benya Krik collaboration never
came to fruition, Eisenstein did end up making an iconic Odessa movie,
one that arguably combined the local color of the Benya Krik project with
the political content of the equally unrealized 1905 project. This was The
Battleship Potemkin. With this ﬁlm, released in 1925, Eisenstein took the
events of 1905 in Odessa—events already narrated in Kuprin’s “Gambrinus,” and later to be immortalized in other works of Odessa literature,
including Isaac Babel’s childhood stories, Valentin Kataev’s A White Sail
Gleams (Beleet parus odinokii, 1936), and Vladimir Jabotinsky’s The Five
(Piatero, 1935)—and “added the heroic gloss that turned Odessa into the
avant- garde of revolutionary change, providing a usable prehistory for
the Bolshevik Revolution and, by extension, for the new Soviet state.”9 The
Battleship Potemkin blended these ingredients into a visual narrative that
served at once as a public event, an architectural document, and a mythologizing history, perpetually renewing the connection between place and
event for successive generations of viewers, both within and outside the
Soviet Union.

“A Monstrous Staircase”
The success of Eisenstein’s cinematic paean to the workers of Odessa rested
in large part on the director’s inspired reading of the city’s most striking architectural monument, the vast marble staircase that mediates between the
“two Odessas.” Not yet built in Pushkin’s time, this staircase arguably represents the culmination of the nineteenth- century building program that
produced the “Pushkinian Odessa” of palace and opera house. During the
productive year that Pushkin himself spent in Odessa, working on a draft
of Eugene Onegin and the seduction of an assortment of local beauties, the
aristocratic milieu of Odessa’s palaces and boulevards must have been taking
shape before his eyes, under the supervision of the Sardinian- born architect
Francesco Boﬀo.
Boﬀo, who served as architect of the commune of Odessa from 1822 to
1844, is credited with the construction of Odessa’s “marine façade”—that
is, the ediﬁces from which the “above stairs” contingent of Odessa society
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looked out at the sea—in a classical style.10 His tenure saw the erection
of numerous landmark buildings and thoroughfares, including Primorskii
Boulevard, now an elegant tree- lined promenade; the Stock Exchange
(1829–37); several luxury hotels; a theater (completed 1822); the Lutheran
Church (1824); and Governor General Vorontsov’s palace (1828). Boﬀo’s
most famous design, however, was not a palace or a church but the so- called
Gigantic Staircase (Gigantskaia lestnitsa) leading from the elegant Primorskii Boulevard down to the port. Almost everyone who describes the steps
expresses their function precisely that way—that they lead from Primorskii
Boulevard down to the port—never in the opposite direction. The stairs
lead down; they do not lead up.11
In A White Sail Gleams, his children’s novel about the tumultuous year
1905 in Odessa, Kataev describes the sense of distance between the “below
stairs” world of the port and the “above stairs” wonderland of palaces and
elegant leisure:
They drove past the famous Odessa Steps.
At the apex of its triangle, in the passage between the silhouettes of
two semicircular symmetrical palaces, against the bright background
of the nocturnal sky, stood the small ﬁgure of the Duc de Richelieu,
his ancient arm stretched toward the sea.12
Petya knew that there above, beyond the Nikolayev Boulevard, was
the brightness and the heartbeat of that extremely enticing, unapproachable, tenuous something that in the family circle of the Batcheis
was referred to with a shade of contemptuous respect as “in the centre.”
In the centre lived “the rich,” that is, those special people who rode
ﬁrst class, who could go to the theatre every day, who for some strange
reason dined at seven o’clock and who instead of a female cook had a
chef, instead of a nurse they had a “bonne,” and frequently even had
“their own horses,” which surely exceeded human imagination.13

In Pushkin’s time, the Odessa of the palaces and the Odessa of the smugglers and stevedores were connected only by a steep cliﬀside path, later
augmented by crude wooden stairs; apparently, the desirability of connecting the promenades of aristocratic Odessa to the port that supported them
did not occur to anyone until it was suggested by Tsar Nicholas I on a visit
to the city in 1837. The episode is acerbically described by Gustave de Molinari in his 1877 Lettres sur la Russie:
The city of Odessa had no paving. Prince Vorontsov did not for a moment entertain a notion of procuring for the city this object of primary
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necessity; on the other hand, he ordered the construction of a monstrous staircase [un escalier monstre] of which no one felt any need.
The history of this staircase is rather characteristic. The emperor
Nicholas was visiting Odessa. He arrives on the boulevard, which gives
onto the sea at a remove of some forty meters from the beach. “How
does one get down there from here?” asks the emperor. “I don’t see any
staircase.” The prince says nothing, but he hastens to have constructed
a Babylonian staircase, which costs the city a good million rubles and
is used by fewer than ten people a day.14

Completed in 1841, the staircase is “monstrous” in more ways than one: not
only is it vast in size, but it is also about as graphic an architectural representation of class warfare as one can imagine.
The architectural trick consists in a pair of related optical illusions. First,
the top step is nine meters narrower than the bottom one, creating a false
perspective. To an observer looking up the stairs, the top seems farther away
than it really is, whereas to one looking down them from the top, the base
of the stairs seems closer than it is in reality.15 In other words, an aristocratic
Odessite peering down from the perspective of the Duc de Richelieu sees
an easy path to the port below; the lowly dockworker gazing up from below,
however, sees a forbidding journey. A second optical illusion is created by
the disposition of the landings that break up the ﬂights of steps; though
clearly visible from an aerial perspective (ﬁgure 4), from the bottom of
the steps these landings are completely invisible, contributing to the overwhelming fatigue engendered by just looking up the staircase: in the event
that one actually begins to climb the steps, the trick of perspective makes
them look progressively steeper and steeper (ﬁgure 5). From the vantage
point of the Duc de Richelieu, on the other hand, it is the steps themselves
that are invisible; a person looking (or walking) down the stairs encounters
the inverse of the climber’s experience, seeing only the broad, comfortable
landings (ﬁgure 6). The net eﬀect of these illusions is an architecture that
clearly articulates a response to Tsar Nicholas’s question: “How does one
go down?” while ﬁrmly suppressing the converse question, “How does one
go up?”
So powerful was the impression produced on Eisenstein, at ﬁrst sight, by
the combined force of these architectural eﬀects that he immediately reorganized his ﬁlming plan to incorporate the staircase, laying the groundwork
for the scene that would become the centerpiece of The Battleship Potemkin
and one of the most quoted sequences in world cinema. In this scene, a
crowd of people has gathered to wave and cheer as local ﬁshing boats deliver
food to the mutineers on board the Potemkin, when—heralded by the title

Figure 4. The “monstrous staircase,” in a classic postcard view (circa 1900). From
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2001697474/.

Figure 5. The view from below obscures the landings that oﬀer a respite from climbing;
the statue of the Duc de Richelieu (center) blends into the crowd of people admiring the
view from the top. Photograph by the author.
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Figure 6. From above, only the landings are visible. Photograph by Taivo55.
From Wikimedia Commons, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Potemkin
_Steps-top_view.JPG.

card “and suddenly”—the cheery, sunny mood is shattered: the crowd
begins to run, and in some cases fall, down the steps, and a few seconds
later it is revealed that their headlong ﬂight is occasioned by a detachment
of armed Cossacks, who inexorably advance, ﬁring continually as the crowd
spills down the steps before them.16 As Eisenstein would later observe, the
scene brings to life a narrative whose shape appeared to him at ﬁrst sight in
the very architecture of the staircase:
The Odessa Steps themselves were our third on- the- spot ﬁnd.17 . . .
No scene of shooting on the Odessa steps appeared in any of the preliminary versions or in any of the montage lists that were prepared.
It was born in the instant of immediate contact. . . . It was the very
movement of the steps that gave birth to the idea of the scene, and
with its ﬂight roused the fantasy of the director to a new “spiraling.”
And it would seem that the panicky rush of the crowd, “ﬂying” down
the steps, is no more than a materialization of those ﬁrst feelings on
seeing the staircase.18
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Figure 7. The vertiginous architecture of the steps as seen from below accentuates the
“panicky rush” of the ﬂeeing crowd, creating the eﬀect of a seething human waterfall.
From Sergei Eisenstein, The Battleship Potemkin (Kino International, 2007), 46:30–46:35.

Eisenstein harnesses the inherent “movement” of the steps—their “downward” current—to create one of montage cinema’s most famous contrasts:
between the waterfall- like, pell- mell descent of “the people” (ﬁlmed from
below, to maximize the vertiginous eﬀect of the steps’ architecture; ﬁgure
7) as they ﬂee, leaping and tumbling, from the ﬁring Cossacks, and the
deliberate, stolid advance of the Cossacks themselves (ﬁlmed from above,
maximizing the grandeur and exploiting the “static” view of the staircase;
ﬁgure 8). The Duc de Richelieu himself, initially almost seeming one of “the
people,” smiling and waving to the boats along with them, subsequently appears to be calmly presiding over the massacre.19 Indeed, from Richelieu’s
perspective, it is hard to tell that a massacre is taking place at all, since the
optical illusion of the staircase erases both the steps and the people ﬂeeing
down them; the Cossacks appear almost to be marching along a ﬂat surface
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Figure 8. In contrast, the view from the top of the steps, with only landings visible,
appears to show the Cossacks marching along a ﬂat, solid surface; along with the steps
themselves, the mass of ﬂeeing people is all but erased from the picture. From Sergei
Eisenstein, The Battleship Potemkin (Kino International, 2007), 47:03–47:05.

toward a church that occupies the center of the frame (ﬁgure 8). The director alternated these two main variations on the theme of “downward movement” with great care to create a mood of “mounting emotional intensity”:
First, there are close-ups of human ﬁgures rushing chaotically. Then,
long shots of the same scene. The chaotic movement is next superseded
by shots showing the feet of soldiers as they march rhythmically down
the steps.
Tempo increases. Rhythm accelerates.20

After establishing the main contrast—between the “chaotic movement” of
the ﬂeeing, falling people and the “rhythmic” marching of the soldiers on
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their illusory horizontal plane—Eisenstein punctuates it with two grace
notes, also based on movement, which he identiﬁes as the main “structural
and compositional means” in the scene. These two moments swiftly bring
the abstract principles of content (violence) and form (“downward progress”) down to the level of the personal and maternal: ﬁrst, there appears
“the solitary ﬁgure of a mother carrying her dead son, slowly and solemnly going up the steps”; then, the inverse image of a dead mother with a still- living
infant whose perambulator, left without an attendant, careens down the
steps in a heart- stopping and much- imitated sequence.21 Both images serve
to interrupt the “headlong rush” down the steps that Eisenstein saw as simply a “materialization of those ﬁrst feelings on seeing the staircase,” but they
only do so momentarily, to impress the principle of “downward movement”
the more ﬁrmly on the viewer. The slow ascent of the mother carrying her
dead son impresses by its very impossibility; palpably, this eﬀort to defy the
downward pressure of the scene’s form, content, and architectural setting
cannot last long.22 The descent of the perambulator, an inanimate object
merely obeying the laws of physics, “imitates” and accentuates the downward ﬂight of the crowd, even as it enlists the viewer’s hope against hope
that the infant inside will miraculously escape unscathed. Eisenstein dashes
this hope, but obliquely; we see the perambulator begin to overbalance, then
cut to a diﬀerent scene of violence.
A remarkable feature of the scene is the sheer volume of downward-rushing
people: this imagined massacre engulfs not only the original crowd of
handkerchief- waving onlookers but also a seemingly endless stream of
ﬂeeing townspeople, who appear on the staircase almost as if generated by
“the very movement of the steps” that so struck Eisenstein. One of them,
the mother whose abandoned, careening perambulator becomes an emblem
of the massacre, is killed as she pauses at the top of the steps to consider
the logistics of getting a pram down them. Thus, the physical structure of
the steps, their eﬀect on the movement of people and objects, becomes as
important a part of the scene as their symbolic structure (a staircase leading
down, not up). While the architecture itself motivates the dramatic content
of the scene, this in turn motivates the staircase- like cinematic “architecture” of the scene’s visual construction:
The visible steps of the stairs marking the downward progress of action correspond to steps marking qualitative leaps but proceeding in
the opposite direction of mounting intensity.
Thus, the dramatic theme, unfolding impetuously in the scene of
shooting on the steps, is at the same time the structural leitmotif, determining the plastic and rhythmical arrangement of the events.23
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Boﬀo’s staircase is thus translated onto celluloid at the level of form as
well as content; and the “escalier monstre” becomes the site of an escalating
monstrosity.

Story and History
As it happens, Eisenstein’s famous montage was not the ﬁrst time the cinematic potential of the staircase had been exploited in precisely this way.
According to Richard Taylor, “In 1922 Vladimir Gardin, veteran director
and ﬁrst head of the State Film School, [had] re- created a massacre on
the same spot for his ﬁlm A Spectre Is Haunting Europe [Prizrak brodit po
Evrope, 1923].” Eisenstein’s cameraman, Eduard Tisse, had also recently
shot a dream sequence—signiﬁcantly, about a fantasy of social mobility—
on the steps for Alexander Granovsky’s Jewish Luck (Evreiskoe schast’e, 1925),
an adaptation of Sholem Aleichem’s “Menachem Mendl” stories with title
cards by Babel. Although Gardin’s ﬁlm was neither widely released nor of
particular interest to the contemporary ﬁlmmaking avant- garde, his ﬁlm
“was reviewed in both Pravda and Izvestiia, and . . . may at least have made
Eisenstein aware of the possibilities that Odessa oﬀered as a suitable location for a massacre.”24 This possibility opens up intriguing parallels between
Eisenstein’s creative process in constructing the “Odessa Steps” scene and
the method followed by Isaac Babel that same year—1925—in constructing a similarly iconic episode of violence, also centering on the 1905 unrest
in Odessa.
Like Eisenstein, Babel had both the motive and the opportunity to adapt
for his purposes a scene from an earlier work devoted to a similar topic. The
pivotal episode of Kuprin’s “Gambrinus” shows what can happen when the
“savage enjoyment” of young, strong, but politically impotent workers like
those frequenting the Gambrinus Tavern ﬁnds an outlet in mob violence.
Intoxicated, a Russian stonemason vents his inchoate political rage on the
tavern’s popular Jewish ﬁddler, Sashka:
Suddenly he noticed a nervous little white dog that snuggled up to
Sashka, trembling. He stooped down quickly, grabbed it by the hind
legs, lifted it high, dashed its head against the paving stones, and
started to run. . . .
Belochka’s brains were scattered over Sashka’s boots. He wiped
them oﬀ with his handkerchief.25

In Babel’s quasi- autobiographical “Story of My Dovecote” (“Istoriia moei
golubiatni,” 1925), the plot similarly turns on a moment of violence in which
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a pet animal is “sacriﬁced” as a surrogate for its owner.26 Babel intensiﬁes
the emotional impact of the scene by narrating it in the ﬁrst person (from
the point of view of a ten- year- old child identiﬁed with the author himself), and increases its symbolic potency by replacing Kuprin’s “little white
dog” with a dove—the universal symbol of peace—which the narrator’s
assailant smashes directly against his forehead, so that the surrogate victim
of the assault doubles as the weapon: “He struck me a swinging blow, his
hand now clenched; the dove cracked on my temple. . . . I lay on the earth,
and the entrails of the crushed bird trickled from my temple. They ﬂowed
down my cheeks, coiling, splashing and blinding me.”27 As in “Gambrinus,”
the human target of this onslaught is permitted to survive; but, because the
child getting beaten up is explicitly identiﬁed with Babel himself, the attack on him is implicitly an attack on the very fabric of the text in which
it occurs. Thus, Babel’s scene becomes—like Eisenstein’s—both a virtuoso
showcase for “the importance of cutting and editing as a creative process”
and a commentary that draws our attention to the construction of the narrative medium itself.28
A further similarity between Babel’s narrative and Eisenstein’s is the
astonishing success of both texts’ substitution of story for history, or as Jay
Leyda puts it: “One of the curious eﬀects of the ﬁlm has been to replace the
facts of the Potemkin mutiny with the ﬁlm’s artistic ‘revision’ of those events,
in all subsequent reference, even by historians, to this episode.”29 Babel’s
use of the autobiographical mode conditioned readers to receive his stories
(both here and in Red Cavalry) as a form of testimony, despite the selfconscious “constructedness” of his narratives. Eisenstein, too, aimed to
achieve a reportage- like quality in his footage even as he organized his
narrative into ﬁve acts and used the formal technique of montage to manipulate the viewer’s emotions. Later, he reported with satisfaction that “Potemkin looks like a chronicle (or a newsreel) of an event, but it functions
as a drama.”30 One might say with equal truth that Potemkin looks like a
drama, but has functioned in some respects as a vintage newsreel of the
events it chronicles; although audiences have always known that it depicted
a thoroughly ﬁctionalized version of history, its images are the ﬁrst to come
to mind when the Potemkin mutiny is mentioned, and the “debunking” of
these images has not rendered them any less canonical.31
The conﬂation of ﬁction and reality, or more speciﬁcally the intrusion
of ﬁctional material into the domain of “real life,” was a recurring trope in
Odessa narratives. A central part of the Odessa mythology was the ﬂuidity of the boundary between ﬁction and truth, a phenomenon most vividly
noted by Konstantin Paustovsky when he reported that he had “witnessed
the true ending of the story ‘Gambrinus’: the funeral of Sashka the Musi-
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cian. Life itself wrote this ending in Kuprin’s stead.”32 In his memoir, A Time
of Great Expectations—itself an ambiguously veracious narrative that “looks
like a chronicle . . . but functions as a drama”—Paustovsky describes his
confusion on ﬁrst reading, in the newspaper, a death announcement for
“Sashka the Musician from ‘Gambrinus’”:
Up until then I was convinced that almost all literary heroes were
made up. Life and literature never ﬂowed into each other in my imagination. So the announcement about Sashka the Musician’s death confused me. . . .
I could hardly believe that Sashka the Musician, who had been for
me since childhood a literary hero, had really lived just next door, in
the garret of an old Odessa house.33

Paustovsky discovers how porous the boundary is between “life” and “literature” (or between “story” and “history”) in Odessa when confronted with the
realness of “Sashka’s” death—and, even more concretely, the funeral procession in his honor. In this commemorative rite “the whole of working- class
Odessa from the docks and the suburbs followed Sashka the Musician to
the cemetery,” pausing in front of the “Gambrinus” tavern to sing “Sashka’s
favorite song,” a blatnaia pesnia titled “Good-Bye, My Odessa.” It is this
public ritual, connecting the body of the literary hero to the storied public
spaces of Odessa, that catalyzes for Paustovsky the realization that “life and
literature” do indeed “ﬂow into each other.” Tellingly, the text responsible
for this epiphany is again Kuprin’s “Gambrinus,” the ur- narrative of Odessa’s role in the events of 1905. Moreover, Paustovsky’s negotiation of the
boundary between story and history, like Kuprin’s, Babel’s, and Eisenstein’s,
requires a blood sacriﬁce: Sashka, whose dog was sacriﬁced in his stead in
Kuprin’s story, ﬁnally meets his own end in Paustovsky’s.
This fusion of ﬁction with the narratives of “real life” did not go unremarked by contemporary viewers and readers. Commander of the First
Cavalry Semyon Budyonny, whose “Red Cavalry” formed the milieu for
Babel’s eponymous story cycle (also scheduled to be ﬁlmed by Eisenstein,
but, alas, abandoned for the Year 1905 project), was outraged by Babel’s use
of “imagination” when writing about historical events: “He invents things
that never happened, slings dirt at our best Communist commanders, lets
his imagination run wild, simply lies.”34 Conversely, Eisenstein was accused
of “plagiarism” by “a certain comrade who claimed to have been a participant in the mutiny” and identiﬁed himself as one of the sailors “under the
tarpaulin during the shooting on the quarterdeck.” This accusation was
truly bizarre, given that the ﬁlm was ostensibly indeed based on real events
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(so that “plagiarism” would seem not to come into the matter), and, moreover, so far as Eisenstein was concerned, the shooting under the tarpaulin
was, like the Odessa Steps scene, his own “improvisation.” Indeed, according to the director, he had installed this “improvisation” in the screenplay
over the objections of the actor playing Matyushenko, a former naval oﬃcer
who warned that such a thing “was never done” in real life and that the
scene would make them “a laughingstock.” If nothing else, though, the accusation of plagiarism provided Eisenstein with satisfying evidence that his
inventions possessed a “verisimilitude” that allowed them to become “the
very ﬂesh and blood of historical events.”35

“A Glorious Monument”
The distinction between “verisimilitude” and veracity was noted in contemporary reviews of Potemkin, but on the whole critics seemed inclined
to agree with Eisenstein’s choice of the former over the latter, even arguing
that the ﬁctional version of events portrayed by Eisenstein was “truer” than
the mere historical version: “We must not make petty historical demands
on Potemkin. It may well be that the mutiny on the ‘Potemkin’ did not take
place exactly as portrayed on the screen. But what does this matter when
the director Eisenstein, in collaboration with his cameraman Tisse, has
managed to express the very spirit of the revolution, its profound dynamics, its gigantic rhythm?”36 Another reviewer opined: “Between the work of
Eisenstein and history lies a proper interval. And Eisenstein, like Potemkin,
with the revolutionary ﬂag, passes through history. The success of the ﬁlm
is complete.”37 A third wrote: “Potemkin is monumental. The everyday precision, the authenticity of the stripes and badges that is favored by others,
left [Eisenstein] virtually unmoved. . . . For all its terrible concreteness and
its absolute vitality, Eisenstein’s art is symbolic and it is great enough to act
like gigantic generalizations.”38 This third reviewer, Adrian Piotrovsky, saw
Eisenstein’s ﬁlm in explicitly architectural terms, not only as “monumental”
in its own right, but also as “the ﬁrst stone of a heroic epic of the revolution,”
a “monumental fragment” that must be built upon “stone by stone” until “a
glorious monument to Soviet ﬁlm style” had been erected.39
The theme of monumentality was picked up by the formalist critic Viktor Shklovsky, the second reviewer cited and a champion of both Eisenstein
and Babel as well as other Odessa writers. Shklovsky argued that the principle of narrative selection employed by Eisenstein enabled the director not
only to surpass history, but also to construct a dramatic ediﬁce comparable
in its architecture to the Odessa staircase itself:
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Eisenstein is a colossal master. He used his liberties. His ﬁrst success
was where he narrowed down the theme of the ﬁlm, skillfully choosing
his facts, not the whole year 1905, but only the battleship Potemkin,
and from all of Odessa—only the Steps. . . .
The ﬂight of steps is the plot. The landings on the stairs play a role
of arrested moments, and the ﬂight of steps is organized according to
laws, the esthetic laws of Aristotle’s Poetics; drama’s peripeteia is born
in a new form.40

Shklovsky’s contention that The Battleship Potemkin is not only a monument, but also a monument the same shape as the Odessa Steps, is borne out
by the afterlife of the ﬁlm in the canon of world cinema.
The reception of the ﬁlm, both within the Soviet Union and abroad,
has been richly chronicled by Richard Taylor, and there is little to be gained
by attempting to recapitulate that chronicle here.41 As Taylor summarizes:
“The Battleship Potemkin secured for itself and for its young director a unique
place in the history of cinema. Neither could subsequently be ignored by
anyone who took the medium seriously and, broadly speaking, neither
has been by anyone who has done.”42 Initially blocked by censors in every
country to which it traveled, the ﬁlm eventually created a sensation among
viewers in Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
When it premiered in New York—heralded by posters that cited various
Hollywood luminaries lauding it as “The Greatest Motion Picture Ever
Made”—a review in Photoplay magazine approvingly noted its combination
of verisimilitude (“you’d swear it was a prehistoric newsreel”) and dramatic
structure (“action vivid and swift enough to satisfy any box oﬃce demand
for drama”). The reviewer went on to pronounce: “The scene in which the
Cossacks pursue the populace down a long ﬂight of steps, shooting into
the crowd, is unforgettably impressive. When enough of our directors have
seen this episode, you’ll ﬁnd it duplicated in home- made dramas.”43 This
prediction proved sound: the list of American and other ﬁlms that contain
tributes—ranging from the serious to the parodic—of Eisenstein’s iconic
Odessa Steps scene is long. It includes some of Hollywood’s most eminent
directors: Alfred Hitchcock (a shooting on steps in Foreign Correspondent,
1940), Woody Allen (a political assassination on steps in Bananas, 1971),
Francis Ford Coppola (a mob killing on steps in The Godfather, 1972), Terry
Gilliam (a direct parody in Brazil, 1985, with a ﬂoor polisher in place of
the careening pram), and Brian De Palma (a shoot- out on steps involving
a careening pram in The Untouchables, 1987). Via The Untouchables, the
scene has made it into at least one Bollywood ﬁlm, N. Chandra’s Tezaab
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(Acid, 1988); and into at least one television commercial (for a breakfast
cereal, 2009), where it serves less as “a glorious monument to Soviet ﬁlm
style” than as a kind of comically unmonumental tombstone. What could
underline the triumph of capitalist values over revolutionary ones more
sharply than a revision of Eisenstein’s pram scene in which an individual
hero chases after the pram, now transformed into a shopping cart, and halts
its precarious descent just in time to rescue, not the squalling infant in the
kiddie seat, but the box of name- brand cornﬂakes in the grocery section?
A curious feature of the cinematic quotations that include the careening pram is that they all end with the pram, and its infant cargo, safe and
sound—a happy ending, and degree of closure, that Eisenstein does not
provide to his audience. In context, of course, this is only sensible: a dead
baby is no way to market either cornﬂakes or the larger- than- life heroism
of Bollywood superstar Anil Kapoor. But this approach also “rescues” the
viewer from the chief eﬀect of the massacre scene created by Eisenstein: its
brutal inhumanity. Zbigniew Rybczynski, in his short video feature Steps
(1987), explores the implications of this “de- horrorized” engagement with
Eisenstein’s work. In Rybczynski’s ﬁlm, a group of American tourists is led
on a “tour” of Eisenstein’s massacre scene by a Soviet tour director (ﬁgures 9 and 10). The tourists, in garish color, wander through Eisenstein’s
black- and- white scene, tastelessly gawk at its participants, eat snacks, and
photograph themselves against the background of ﬁring Cossacks and dying townspeople, and, at the end, “rescue” the baby, who is propelled out
of his overturned pram and into the full- color world of the tourists. The
ending of the ﬁlm is ambiguous: while the tour director is called to “the
control room,” the tourists apparently disappear, not having completed
the transition from Eisenstein’s world back to their own before the end of the
scene. Only the baby remains in 1987, seemingly the sole survivor of the
massacre on the steps.
Rybczynski’s ﬁlm is superﬁcially about the worst aspects of two societies
(authoritarian Russia and shallow, individualistic America) and, as Rybczynski himself claims, about the evolution of ﬁlmmaking technology from
the 1920s to the 1980s. But it is also a commentary on the relationship
between a ﬁlm and its viewers, the way a series of moving images can take
on a life of their own when they are released from their original context to
become part of an ever- evolving visual canon. Rybczynski captures two important aspects of Potemkin’s legacy. First, the crossing over between “story”
and “history” is here vividly brought to life in the conundrum posed by the
tourists who enter Eisenstein’s ﬁlm: which group of characters in the scene
is more “real,” the black- and- white participants or the in- color spectators?
Second, and relatedly, Steps illuminates the implications of real- life tourism
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Figures 9 and 10. Scenes from Zbigniew Rybczynski’s Steps (1987), in which American
tourists visit the setting of Eisenstein’s massacre and—in several cases—record it for
themselves, using written notes, a conventional camera, and home video equipment.
From Zbigniew Rybczynski, Steps (Zbig Vision/KCTA-TV [PBS]/Channel Four,
1987), 10:20–10:27.

to the Odessa Steps. While the staircase must have been something of a
landmark since its completion in 1841, it was one among many architectural
treasures boasted by the city, and one designed for transit rather than lingering. It was Eisenstein’s ﬁlm that really put the steps on the map, quite literally: on maps and tourist materials produced after The Battleship Potemkin,
the staircase is labeled “Potemkin Steps.”
The many cinematic quotations, parodies, and homages that have helped
keep the image of the Odessa Steps and their inherent “movement” and
“ﬂight” alive in the minds of successive generations of moviegoers around
the world have also contributed to the aura of Eisenstein’s original and to
the mystique of its real- life setting, the “monstrous staircase” that leads
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down to Odessa’s port. Tourists to Odessa ﬂock to the staircase as a matter
of course, and while the technology does not exist to insert them literally
into the scene of Eisenstein’s massacre, as in Steps, they go there to see and
be photographed at a site that is charged with narrative; in eﬀect, to insert
themselves into a setting that still resonates with the signiﬁcance Eisenstein
imparted to it. If, as Shklovsky asserts, “the ﬂight of steps is the plot,” then
to walk onto the steps is in some sense to enter the plot of Eisenstein’s ﬁlm,
to enact one ﬁnal crossing of the border between story and history.
Just as the very architecture of Odessa’s “monstrous staircase” wrote itself, so to speak, into Eisenstein’s screenplay, the resulting scene in turn
inscribed the stirring narrative of injustice against honest workers onto the
very architecture of the steps, converting them into a stage set of such symbolic power that it colonized history itself. In this way, Eisenstein’s ﬁlm
transformed an imperial landmark, the “Grand” or “Richelieu” Staircase,
into a national and international monument, “the Potemkin Steps”—so
called not after Catherine’s famous general, who conquered the territory on
which they stand, but after Eisenstein’s ﬁlm about the battleship named in
his honor: a memorial in the fourth degree (steps, ﬁlm, ship, man). Tourists
visiting this monument today participate in a collective and ongoing public
ritual of commemoration—even if it is the commemoration of an event
that never took place.
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